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How We Work 

• What exactly do we do in the office? 

• What applications or tools do we use? 

• How do we communicate with our colleagues 

both inside and outside the firm? 



History 

 



The Closed Network Model 
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Remote Access to the Network 
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Two Views of the Cloud: Overview 
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Two Views of the Cloud: Client 
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Cloud: What is it? 

Definition: A decentralized model for access to 

shared computer resources. 

 

Key Characteristics: 

• On Demand Self Service 

• Network Access 

• Resource Sharing 

• Measurable 

• Elastic 

 
National Institute of Standards and Technology 

 



Cloud: Delivery Models 

• Software as a Service 
o Most Popular 

o Includes Apps 

 

• Platform as a Service 

o Not Likely for Law Firms 

 

• Infrastructure as a Service 

o Secure Data Center 

o Storage 



Cloud: Why try it? 

• Cost Savings 

o Pay overtime, not upfront 

• Remote Access 

• Increased Security 

o Physical security, data backups, redundant power 

• Advanced technologies and upgrades 





Attacks on Law Firms 

• FBI and MI5 have both issued warnings to 

law firms about data security 

• Street crime has gone down as cybercrime 

has gone up 
o Why? 85 percent of assets are intangible. 

 

 

 

 

 



Texas Rules of Professional 

Conduct 

• Rule 1.01:  Attorney has obligation to have 

competence in the performance of his/her 

duties.  

• Rule 1.05:  Attorney has obligation to protect 

and preserve the confidential information of 

his/her client. 

• Rule 1.14: Attorney has obligation to 

safeguard the client’s property. 

 

 



ABA Model Rules of Professional 

Conduct 

• Rule 1.1  Competence:  A lawyer shall provide 

competent representation to a client.  Competent 

representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, 

thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for 

the representation. 

 

 Comment 8:  To maintain the requisite knowledge 

and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in law 

and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated 

with relevant technology, engage in continuing study and 

education and comply with all continuing legal education 

requirements to which the lawyer is subject. 



Cont. 

• Rule 1.6  Confidentiality of Information:   

 

 (c) A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or 

unauthorized access to, information relating to the 

representation of a client.    

 

 



Cont. 

•  Comment 18: The unauthorized access to, or the inadvertent or 

unauthorized disclosure of, information relating to the representation of a 

client does not constitute a violation of paragraph (c) if the lawyer has made 

reasonable efforts to prevent the access or disclosure.  Factors to be 

considered in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s efforts 

include, but are not limited to, the sensitivity of the information, the 

likelihood of disclosure if additional safeguards are not employed, the cost 

of employing additional safeguards, the difficulty of implementing the 

safeguards, and the extent to which the safeguards adversely affect the 

lawyer’s ability to represent clients (e.g., by making a device or important 

piece of software excessively difficult to use) ...  Whether a lawyer may be 

required to take additional steps to safeguard a client’s information in order 

to comply with other law, such as state and federal laws that govern data 

privacy or that impose notification requirements upon the loss of, or 

unauthorized access to, electronic information, is beyond the scope of these 

Rules. 

 



ABA: Cloud 

 

• “Broadly defined, cloud computing (or "Software as a Service") refers to a category of software 

that's delivered over the Internet via a Web browser (like Internet Explorer) rather than installed 

directly onto the user's computer.  The cloud offers certain advantages in terms of minimal upfront 

costs, flexibility and mobility, and ease of use.   

• Because cloud computing places data--including client data--on remote servers outside of the 

lawyer's direct control, it has given rise to some concerns regarding its acceptability under 

applicable ethics rules.” 

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resources/charts

_fyis/cloud-ethics-chart.html 



The ABA’s Issues 

• Unauthorized access 

• Storage in countries with fewer protection 

• Backup 

• Ownership policies 

• Ease of access 

• Responding to government requests for access 

• Notification of security breaches 

• Data destruction 

• Data encryption 

• Client approval 

• Document retention 
 



Ethical Opinions  

Arizona Opinion 05-04 

 

• Rules 1.1 and 1.6 require an attorney or law firm to take 

competent and reasonable steps to ensure that the 

client’s confidences are not disclosed to third parties 

through theft or inadvertence and that the client’s 

electronic information is not destroyed. 

• Lawyers must recognize their own competence 

limitations regarding security measures and take the 

necessary time and energy to become competent or 

alternately consult with available experts in the field.    

 

  



Florida Opinion 10-2 

• Lawyers who use devices that contain electronic storage 

must take reasonable steps to ensure that client 

confidentiality is maintained and to sanitize the device 

before disposition.   

 

 



Alabama Opinion 2010-02 

• Lawyers may use cloud computing to store 

client files if they keep current on the 

appropriate security safeguards and take 

reasonable steps to ensure the cloud vendor 

uses suitable methods to protect the stored 

data.   

 



Oregon 2011-188 

• Facts: 
o Law Firm contracts with third-party vendor to store 

client files and documents online on remote server so 

that Lawyer and/or Client could access the 

documents over the Internet from any remote 

location. 

• Question: 
o May Lawyer do so? 

• Conclusion: 

o Yes, qualified. 



Cont. 

• “Lawyer may store client materials on a third-

party server so long as Lawyer complies with 

the duties of competence and confidentiality 

to reasonably keep the client’s information 

secure within a given situation.2 To do so, 

the lawyer must take reasonable steps to 

ensure that the storage company will reliably 

secure client data and keep information 

confidential.” 



Cont. 

• Although the third-party vendor may have reasonable 

protective measures in place to safeguard the client 

materials, the reasonableness of the steps taken will be 

measured against the technology “available at the time 

to secure data against unintentional disclosure.”4 As 

technology advances, the third-party vendor’s protective 

measures may become less secure or obsolete over 

time.5 Accordingly, Lawyer may be required to 

reevaluate the protective measures used by the 

thirdparty vendor to safeguard the client materials. 



Ohio 2013-03 

• “The Committee’s opinion is that storing client 

data in “the cloud” is a permutation on 

traditional ways of storing client data, and 

requires lawyers to follow the ethics rules that 

apply to client information in whatever form.” 



Texas 

 



Texas: Cont. 

• Do you need permission? 
o Probably not. Ethics Opinion 572 (relating to 

disclosing confidential or privileged information to 

third party vendors and contractors) 





Since Snowden 

• 2016 Presidential election 
o DNC/John Podesta 

• CIA 

o Smartphones, TVs, Computers 

o Perhaps not as big a revelation as we thought 

• Signal, WhatsApp 



Encryption Works 

 



Ethical Concerns 

• Security and encryption 
o C&T Section Offers an Encryption Presentation 

o Who can access your cloud? 

 Can employees of the cloud provider access 

your data? 

 Can you send encrypted data to the cloud 

 Is the data encrypted on the cloud provider's 

servers? 
• Skydrive and Dropbox. 

o How strong is your password 

 Password failure 

 PressCom Twitter Account 

 

 

 



HIPAA in Texas 

• Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) 
o Covers protected health information. 

o Now applies to just about all law firms as a result of 

HB 300. 

o Documents and information in the cloud must be 

encrypted 

o Encrypt locally and save encrypted files in the cloud 

o Professional level cloud services encrypt documents 

in transit and on server 
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Sources: Cisco; Microsoft; Electronic Frontier Foundation
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Unlocking Private
Communications

Below are encryption tools the

N.S.A. has had some success in

cracking, according to documents

provided by Edward J. Snowden

describing the agency’s code-

breaking capabilities.

VPNs

Virtual Private Networks

Commonly used by businesses to

allow employees to access work

networks from outside the office,

via an encrypted “tunnel” through

a public network.

Encrypted chat

Available with chat programs like

Adium or with software added to

programs like AOL Instant

Messenger, providing “end to end”

encryption, in which the data

cannot be decrypted at any point

along the transfer (even by the

messaging service).

SSH Secure Shell

For Linux and Mac operating

system users, this is the standard

way to gain access to a remote

computer.

HTTPS

Hypertext Transfer

Protocol Secure

This has long been a standard

way to encrypt password and

financial information when

sending information from a

computer to a server, and it is

becoming more common with

social media sites like

Facebook and Twitter and

Webmail services like Gmail. A

URL that begins with "https:/ / "

and displays a small padlock

icon designates a secured web

page.

TLS/ SSL

Transport Layer Security/

Secure Sockets Layer

The most common way to

secure information sent over

the Internet (including Web

browsing and e-mail) and

internal servers. HTTPS is

secured by applying TLS/ SSL

to a Web site.

Encrypted VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

Services like Microsoft's Skype

and Apple's FaceTime allow

users to make free, encrypted

phone and video calls over the

Internet. The documents

suggest that the N.S.A. is

working with some VoIP

services to obtain pre-

encryption access to such

messages.

Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery Log In  Register Now  HelpU.S. Edition



Questions to ask oneself 

The issues which an attorney must consider before using a cloud computing 

service include the following: 

• Is the provider of cloud computing services a reputable organization? 

• Does the provider offer robust security measures? Such measures must include at a 

minimum password protections or other verification procedures limiting access to the 

data; safeguards such as data back-up and restoration, a firewall, or encryption; 

periodic audits by third parties of the provider's security; and notification procedures 

in case of a breach. 

• Is the data stored in a format that renders it retrievable as well as secure? Is it stored 

in a proprietary format and is it promptly and reasonably retrievable by the lawyer in a 

format acceptable to the client? 

• Who owns the data? 

• Where is the data stored? 

• Does the provider commingle the data? 

 

http://www.nhbar.org/legal-links/Ethics-Opinion-2012-13_04.asp 
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More Questions 

• Have you and your firms created a role and identified an individual 

to lead a cybersecurity strategy? 

• Have your company and your outside law firms developed a 

proactive two-year strategy and integrated it with the business 

process? 

• Has a holistic security assessment of the networks at your company 

and those at your outside firms taken place? 

• Do your company and your outside counsel have holistic incident 

response plans in place to react to inevitable cyber intrusion? 

• Have all third-party service providers―- those who serve your 

company as well as those who serve your outside counsel―been 

assessed and their incident response plans reviewed? 

 



Recommendations 

• Use password or PIN to lock and secure mobile devices 

 

• Report any lost or stolen devices immediately 

 

• Blackberry and Firm-approved handheld devices can be 

remotely wiped 

 

• Firm laptops use encrypted hard drives 

 

• Use encrypted removable flash drives for transporting 

confidential materials 



Wi-Fi 

• Wi-Fi networks with no passwords can be 

easily intercepted 

 

• Wi-Fi “spoofing” is common in high traffic 

areas like malls, coffee shops and airports 

 

• Consider using VPN to encrypt 

communications even over open Wi-Fi 

networks. 

 



Cloud Storage Concerns 

 



Congress passed the SCA to prohibit a 

provider of an electronic communication 

service “from knowingly divulging the 

contents of any communication while in 

electronic storage by that service to any 

person other then the addressee or 

intended recipient.” 



 



 



Cloud Storage: Privacy 

• Encryption 
o What is it? 

o Why is it important? 

o Encrypted transmission vs. encrypted storage 

• Zero-Knowledge 
o What is it? 

o Why is it important? 

o What are the downsides? 

 None, in theory. 



File/Folder Encryption 

• What is it? 

• Why use it? 

• Cloud providers may produce your data 

o Provider can’t unencrypt file. 

 



Disk Encryption 

• What is it? 
o Not a cloud issue per-se. 

• Why use it? 

• Providers: 
o Truecrypt (Crossplatform) 

o Bitlocker (Windows only) 

o Mac OS X (File Vault) 

o Linux 



Cloud Storage 

• Dropbox 

o Most popular 

o 2GB – 1TB 

o Boxcryptor 

• Onedrive/Sharepoint 

o Integrated with MS Office going forward 

o 7/25GB – 125GB 

o Boxcryptor 

• Google Drive 
o Integrated with Google Documents/Email 

o Boxcryptor 

 



Cloud Storage 

• Box.com 

o 5GB – Unlimited;  

o HIPAA Compliant 

o Encrypted storage in business accounts 

o Sync; Collaboration 

• SpiderOak 
o Zero Knowledge 

o Probably HIPAA Compliant 

o “SpiderOak's encryption is comprehensive -- even with physical 

access to the storage servers, SpiderOak staff cannot know 

even the names of your files and folders. On the server side, all 

that SpiderOak staff can see, are sequentially numbered 

containers of encrypted data.” 

 

 



Cloud Storage Horror Stories 

• Some cloud storage providers are known for 

storing illegal and dangerous files 

• Risks associated with using those providers 

• Using Boxcryptor/SpiderOak and forgetting 

your password 

o Enterprise version of Boxcryptor allows a master key 

• Examples 
o Megaupload 

o Rapidshare 



Productivity, Email, Calendar 

• Hasn't this 

always been in 

"the cloud"? 

• What's New? 

o Pricing per 

user per 

month 

o Scales with 

need 

o Maintenance 

done by host 



Productivity, Email, Calendar 

• What's included? 

• Services: 

o Email 

o Calendar 

o Tasks 

o Contacts 

o Documents 

• Software 

o Office suites 

accessible from 

a browser 



• Should We Purchase Office Software? 

o Does it make sense to purchase Microsoft Office for your office 

o Microsoft and Google are betting that many will not think so. 

• Office Software As A Service 

o Benefits: 

 Always up to date. 

 Accessible anywhere 

 Easy collaboration 

o Downsides 

 Cost. Monthly fee. 

 Not as feature rich 

Productivity, Email, Calendar 



Due Diligence Suggestions 

• Obtain the cloud storage vendor’s service agreement. For example, the “terms of 

service” for Dropbox and SugarSync are posted on those vendors’ websites. 

• Assure that the service agreement requires the vendor to preserve the confidentiality 

and security of materials. 

• Consider whether the vendor requires password access to the data, and whether the 

data will be encrypted. 

• Consider whether the vendor must inform lawyer of unauthorized access events. 

• Investigate how the vendor stores and backs up data, and whether the lawyer will 

have unrestricted and reliable access to data. 

• Investigate how the lawyer can obtain data upon terminating the vendor. 

• Become fully competent in the use of the vendor’s interface and technology. 

• Reevaluate the vendor’s contractual obligations and capabilities periodically. 

• Respect the client’s contrary wishes about cloud storage. 



Questions? 

Sammy Ford IV - sford@azalaw.com 

 

 


